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Addresses the bacterial disease, fire blight, and includes its epidemiology, distribution, host
range, detection and infection. This work also considers the pathogen, including its
biochemistry, genetics and pathogenicity, and finally reviews control, including biological
methods.
Que vous soyez professionnels de l'architecture ou passionnés d'urbanisme et de voyages,
partez à la découverte de la Cité ardente ! Ce premier guide d’architecture moderne et
contemporaine consacré à Liège et à ses environs (arrondissements de Liège, Huy et
Waremme), invite à regarder l’architecture autrement au travers d’une sélection de près de
quatre cents projets illustrés de plans et situés sur cartes, commentés par plus de quarante
auteurs et photographiés par Élodie Ledure. Ces projets sont le fruit de la modernité revisitée à
chaque époque par les architectes, de l’Art nouveau à aujourd’hui : programmes modestes
ou réalisations d’envergure, commandes privées et bâtiments publics. La collection offre un
regard neuf sur l’architecture, en proposant une sélection critique de bâtiments représentatifs
de la modernité architecturale – et de la notion de progrès social, culturel, politique,
économique, technique, esthétique qu’elle sous-tend. Publié avec le soutien de la Fédération
Wallonie-Bruxelles, cet ouvrage de référence richement documenté retrace l'histoire
architecturale de Liège, entre art nouveau et modernité. CE QU'EN PENSE LA CRITIQUE
Qu’il s’agisse de programmes modestes ou de réalisations d’envergure, [...] les édifices
présentés ici révèlent une production architecturale aussi vivace que riche et surprenante. Page 1/13
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A.B., Le Moniteur Architecture AMC À mi-chemin entre le guide du promeneur et le beau livre,
l’ouvrage conçu par ces deux historiens répertorie ainsi quelque 400 bâtiments privés et
publics de la Cité ardente. - J.L., Le Vif/L’Express Ce guide intéressera tant les passionnés
d’architecture que le grand public ainsi que les touristes étrangers, amateurs de culture. Il
apporte un regard neuf sur l’architecture d’hier et d’aujourd’hui. - Maïté Sabel, Priviliège
Destiné au grand public et aux adeptes du tourisme culturel, richement illustré, ce guide donne
une vision dynamique de la région liégeoise et des architectes qui y ont travaillé. - RTBF À
PROPOS DES AUTEURS Ce volume est réalisé en partenariat avec les Facultés
d’architecture et de philosophie & lettres de l’Université de Liège, sous la direction de
Sébastien Charlier et Thomas Moor. Ce premier volume consacré à Liège s’inscrit dans une
collection d’ouvrages de référence, fruit d’un important travail de recherche scientifique en
collaboration avec les universités. Richement documentée, la collection n’en est pas moins
accessible à un public large, sensibilisé au tourisme culturel et habitué aux guides de voyage.
Focusing on Paul's own statement about the Galatian crisis, Yon Kwon demonstrates that the
letter is Paul's pastoral engagement with the backsliding Galatians rather than his theological
altercation with his opponents, Paul deals with the crisis in Galatia by reminding the Galatians
of the implications of their present deviation for their future - the 'not yet'-, instead of affirming
the blessings already realized in Christ - the 'already'.
A trip back to the era of troubled teens and awesome soundtracks; of Reagan, rap, and
Ridgemont High; of MTV, VHS and "Axel F"; of outsiders, lost boys, and dead poets; of Bill and
Ted, Brooke Shields, and the Brat Pack; of three Porky's, two Coreys, and one summer when
everyone called her Baby.
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It is the organization and presentation of the material, however, which make the peculiar
appeal of the book. This is no mere compendium of results--the subject has been completely
reworked and the proofs recast with the skill and elegance which come only from years of
devotion. --Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society The very clear and simple
presentation gives the reader easy access to the more difficult parts of the theory. --Jahrbuch
uber die Fortschritte der Mathematik In 1937, the theory of matrices was seventy-five years
old. However, many results had only recently evolved from special cases to true general
theorems. With the publication of his Colloquium Lectures, Wedderburn provided one of the
first great syntheses of the subject. Much of the material in the early chapters is now familiar
from textbooks on linear algebra. Wedderburn discusses topics such as vectors, bases,
adjoints, eigenvalues and the characteristic polynomials, up to and including the properties of
Hermitian and orthogonal matrices. Later chapters bring in special results on commuting
families of matrices, functions of matrices--including elements of the differential and integral
calculus sometimes known as matrix analysis, and transformations of bilinear forms. The final
chapter treats associative algebras, culminating with the well-known Wedderburn-Artin
theorem that simple algebras are necessarily isomorphic to matrix algebras. Wedderburn ends
with an appendix of historical notes on the development of the theory of matrices, and a
bibliography that emphasizes the history of the subject.

Developments over the past few years have revealed the remarkable versatility
of RNA in any compartment of the cell, tasks that had been thought to be
exclusively in the realm of proteins and even beyond. The chapters in this book
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written by leading investigators in the field provide insight into various promising
avenues where RNA and nucleic acid derivatives including antisense RNAs, such
as siRNA, miRNAs, amplification/selection (SELEX) generated aptamers as well
as ribozymes are at the threshold of impacting medicine.
In the decade and a half since the publication of the Second Edition of A User?s
Guide to Vacuum Technology there have been many important advances in the
field, including spinning rotor gauges, dry mechanical pumps, magnetically
levitated turbo pumps, and ultraclean system designs. These, along with
improved cleaning and assembly techniques have made contamination-free
manufacturing a reality. Designed to bridge the gap in both knowledge and
training between designers and end users of vacuum equipment, the Third
Edition offers a practical perspective on today?s vacuum technology. With a
focus on the operation, understanding, and selection of equipment for industrial
processes used in semiconductor, optics, packaging, and related coating
technologies, A User?s Guide to Vacuum Technology, Third Edition provides a
detailed treatment of this important field. While emphasizing the fundamentals
and touching on significant topics not adequately covered elsewhere, the text
avoids topics not relevant to the typical user.
Explains Digital Command Control in a concise and straightforward way. Covers
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the history of command control, dissects the components of a DCC system,
addresses the full range of commercially-available systems, and presents step-bystep projects. Ideal for all hobbyists with an interest in DCC.
For a long time I have had the gnawing desire to convey the broad motivational
sig nificance of the attributional conception that I have espoused and to present
fully the argument that this framework has earned a rightful place alongside other
leading theories of motivation. Furthermore, recent investigations have yielded
insights into the attributional determinants of affect, thus providing the impetus to
embark upon a detailed discussion of emotion and to elucidate the relation
between emotion and motivation from an attributional perspective. The
presentation of a unified theory of motivation and emotion is the goal of this book.
My more specific aims in the chapters to follow are to: 1) Outline the basic princi
ples that I believe characterize an adequate theory of motivation; 2) Convey what
I perceive to be the conceptual contributions of the perspective advocated by my
col leagues and me; 3) Summarize the empirical relations, reach some definitive
con clusions, and point out the more equivocal empirical associations based on
hypotheses derived from our particular attribution theory; and 4) Clarify questions
that have been raised about this conception and provide new material for still
further scrutiny. In so doing, the building blocks (if any) laid down by the
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attributional con ception will be readily identified and unknown juries of present
and future peers can then better determine the value of this scientific product.
In den letzten Jahren hat sich der Workshop "Bildverarbeitung für die Medizin"
durch erfolgreiche Veranstaltungen etabliert. Ziel ist auch 2017 wieder die
Darstellung aktueller Forschungsergebnisse und die Vertiefung der Gespräche
zwischen Wissenschaftlern, Industrie und Anwendern. Die Beiträge dieses
Bandes - einige davon in englischer Sprache - umfassen alle Bereiche der
medizinischen Bildverarbeitung, insbesondere Bildgebung und -akquisition,
Maschinelles Lernen, Bildsegmentierung und Bildanalyse, Visualisierung und
Animation, Zeitreihenanalyse, Computerunterstützte Diagnose, Biomechanische
Modellierung, Validierung und Qualitätssicherung, Bildverarbeitung in der
Telemedizin u.v.m.
This book is devoted to the alkaline-saline lakes of East Africa, which include the
world-famous “flamingo lakes”. It covers the full range of issues, from the lakes’
origin and history, life in and around these unique water bodies, to utilization,
threats and management considerations. The authors, all of whom are leading
international experts, summarize research done so far, highlight new and
important findings, and provide future outlooks. The book is divided into three
main sections: “Genesis, physics and chemistry” tackles lake development and
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the astounding physico-chemistry of the lakes. “Organisms and ecology”
presents information about the many lake inhabitants, their interactions and
adaptations to the extreme living conditions. “Utilization, management and
perspectives” addresses threats such as lake exploitation and pollution, but also
considers potential uses. This book will be particularly relevant to researchers
and lecturers in the field of limnology and aquatic ecology, but is also designed to
attract all those interested in nature and life on our planet.
Find all the fundamental building blocks you need to plan, build, and enjoy a successful
backyard rail empire in Garden Railway Basics: From concept to construction to upkeep. Ten
years of sage advice from Garden Railways magazine columnist Kevin Strong -- a lifelong
modeler -- has been updated and compiled into one of the most comprehensive reference
tools available. Learn how to: *
This book provides an entry point for any modeler interested in building a narrow gauge layout.
Narrow gauge railroads remain popular among railfans and modelers due to the spectacular
mountain scenery in which many operated. Although narrow gauge layouts have a passionate
niche following, there are very few books on this subject. • The book is an overview of
prototype narrow gauge railroading as well as available models. • This is a one-stop book for
introducing modelers to the subject of narrow gauge railroading. • It explains why and where
narrow gauge railroads were built, how they operated, what their equipment was like, and why
they were abandoned.
In vitro mutagenesis remains a critical experimental approach for investigating gene and
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protein function at the cellular level. This volume provides a wide variety of updated and novel
approaches for performing in vitro mutagenesis using such methods as genome editing,
transposon (Tn) mutagenesis, site-directed, and random mutagenesis. In Vitro Mutagenesis:
Methods and Protocols guides readers through methods for gene and genome editing,
practical bioinformatics approaches for identifying mutagenesis targets, and novel site-directed
and random mutagenesis approaches aimed at gaining a better understanding of proteinprotein and protein-cofactor interactions. Written in the highly successful Methods in Molecular
Biology series format, chapters include introductions to their respective topics, lists of the
necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible laboratory protocols, and
tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls. Authoritative and cutting-edge, In Vitro
Mutagenesis: Methods and Protocols aims to provide a highly accessible and practical manual
for current and future molecular biology researchers, from the beginner practitioner to the
advanced investigator in fields such as molecular genetics, biochemistry, and biochemical and
metabolic engineering.
Seven years after the death of Anton Chekhov, his sister, Maria, wrote to a friend, "You asked
for someone who could write a biography of my deceased brother. If you recall, I
recommended Iv. Al. Bunin . . . . No one writes better than he; he knew and understood my
deceased brother very well; he can go about the endeavor objectively. . . . I repeat, I would
very much like this biography to correspond to reality and that it be written by I.A. Bunin." In
About Chekhov Ivan Bunin sought to free the writer from limiting political, social, and aesthetic
assessments of his life and work, and to present both in a more genuine, insightful, and
personal way. Editor and translator Thomas Gaiton Marullo subtitles About Chekhov "The
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Unfinished Symphony," because although Bunin did not complete the work before his death in
1953, he nonetheless fashioned his memoir as a moving orchestral work on the writers'
existence and art. . . . "Even in its unfinished state, About Chekhov stands not only as a stirring
testament of one writer's respect and affection for another, but also as a living memorial to two
highly creative artists." Bunin draws on his intimate knowledge of Chekhov to depict the writer
at work, in love, and in relation with such writers as Tolstoy and Gorky. Through anecdotes and
observations, spirited exchanges and reflections, this memoir draws a unique portrait that
plumbs the depths and complexities of two of Russia's greatest writers.
The latest volume in the well-established AMN series, this ready reference provides an up-todate, self-contained summary of recent developments in the technologies and systems for
thermoelectricity. Following an initial chapter that introduces the fundamentals and principles of
thermoelectricity, subsequent chapters discuss the synthesis and integration of various bulk
thermoelectric as well as nanostructured materials. The book then goes on to discuss
characterization techniques, including various light and mechanic microscopy techniques,
while also summarizing applications for thermoelectric materials, such as micro- and nanothermoelectric generators, wearable electronics and energy conversion devices. The result is a
bridge between industry and scientific researchers seeking to develop thermoelectric
generators.
Peptides and Proteins as Biomaterials for Tissue Regeneration and Repair highlights the
various important considerations that go into biomaterial development, both in terms of
fundamentals and applications. After covering a general introduction to protein and cell
interactions with biomaterials, the book discusses proteins in biomaterials that mimic the
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extracellular matrix (ECM). The properties, fabrication and application of peptide biomaterials
and protein-based biomaterials are discussed in addition to in vivo and in vitro studies. This
book is a valuable resource for researchers, scientists and advanced students interested in
biomaterials science, chemistry, molecular biology and nanotechnology. Presents an allinclusive and authoritative coverage of the important role which protein and peptides play as
biomaterials for tissue regeneration Explores protein and peptides from the fundamentals, to
processing and applications Written by an international group of leading biomaterials
researchers
Any modeler interested in starting a DCC layout, converting an existing layout to DCC, or
wanting more in-depth information to get the most from their system needs The DCC Guide,
2nd Edition. This updated edition includes cutting-edge information on new control systems
and upgrades as well as recent technological advances, especially in sound decoder products
and features. From the basics of how DCC works, choosing a DCC system, and installing a
DCC decoder in locomotives to more advanced features such as decoder programming and
how to control trains with computers, tablets, and other devices, The DCC Guide, 2nd Edition
is the modeler's all-inclusive guide to controlling trains.
A thorough inventory of research resources in American repositories, the Guide lists collections
in the history of chemistry and chemical engineering, the chemical and pharmaceutical
industries, and a number of related chemical process industries and businesses, from personal
and professional papers of chemical scientists and engineers to business records of the
chemical process industries.
The volume addresses important issues of human adaptation and change.
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"Digital command control for your model railroad"--Cover.
This volume aims at bringing together the results of extensive research done during the last
fifteen years on the interfacial photoelectronic properties of the inorganic layered
semiconducting materials, mainly in relation to solar energy conversion. Significant
contributions have been made both on the fundamental aspects of interface characteristics and
on the suitability of the layered materials in photoelectrochemical (semiconductor/electrolyte
junctions) and in solid state photovoltaic(Schottky and p-n junctions) cells. New insights into
the physical and chemical characteristics of the contact surfaces have been gained and many
new applications of these materials have been revealed. In particular, the basal plane surface
of the layered materials shows low chemical reactivity and specific electronic behaviour with
respect to isotropic solids. In electrochemical systems, the inert nature of these surfaces
characterized by saturated chemical bonds has been recognized from studies on charge
transfer reactions and catalysis. In addition, studies on the role of the d-band electronic
transitions and the dynamics of the photogene rated charge carriers in the relative stability of
the photoelectrodes of the transition metal dichalcogenides have deepened the understanding
of the interfacial photoreactions. Transition metal layered compounds are also recognized as
ideal model compounds for the studies Involving surfaces: photoreactions, adsorption
phenomena and catalysis, scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy and epitaxial
growth of thin films. Recently, quantum size effects have been investigated in layered
semiconductor colloids.
This book starts with an extended introductory treatise on the fundamentals before moving on
to a detailed description of the new methods of purification of transition metals and rare earth
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metals.

This volume focuses on applications of split inteins, and the progress that has
been made in the past 5 years on discovery and engineering of fast and more
efficient split inteins. The first few chapters in Split Inteins: Methods and
Protocols explore new techniques on how to use split inteins for affinity
purification of overproduced proteins, and split-intein based technologies to
prepare cyclic peptides and proteins. The next few chapters discuss
semisynthetic protein trans-splicing using one synthetic intein piece, synthetic
intein-extein pieces used to deliver other cargos for chemical modification both of
purified proteins and of proteins in living cells, as well as isotopic labeling of
proteins for NMR studies, and a discussion on how protein block copolymers can
be generated by protein trans-splicing to form protein hydrogels. The last few
chapters deal with intein applications in transgenic plants and conditional inteins
that can be regulated in artificial ways by small molecules or light, a cassettebased approach to quickly test many intein insertion positions, and a
computational approach to predict new intein split sites (the approach also works
for other proteins). Written in the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology
series format, chapters include introduction to their respective topics, lists of the
necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible laboratory
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protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls. Cutting-edge
and thorough, Split Inteins: Methods and Protocols is a valuable resource that will
provide guidance toward possibilities of split intein applications, explore proven
and detailed protocols adaptable to various research projects, and inspire new
method developments.
What is a HAPLOID? Maybe the woman in your office is one. Maybe your sister
is one. Maybe you're married to one. MAYBE YOU ARE ONE. But even if you
are, we think you can be handled. We think we've got you licked- But we don't
know for sure! "Jerry Sohl undoubtedly possesses one of the most imaginative
minds of our day." -Houston Post Jerry Sohl is the acclaimed writer for Star Trek,
The Twilight Zone, The Outer Limits, Alfred Hitchcock Presents, and scores more
novels and TV/movie scripts.
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